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Dear Ea.. Walter, 
I'd like to have the time to respond to ydur 3/1/93 other than with bald and un-

supported statements bgt when I'm only a few weeks from 80, unwell and still trying to 

do much there 	a limit to what I can hope to accomplish in addresssing a single person 

about the disinformation sprtad so effectively by those who remain ingorant of the 

established fact of the JFK assassination and from that ignorance weave exploitations and 

commercializations that, being made up, can be made attractive. 

The British documenta, is just plain wrong and so is S~mrrers on the alleged arsican, 
what the Britishers took from a faulted manuscript and killed it thereby and Summers took 

from them. It is as Shakespeare once said, it is not the many oaths that are sworn it is 

the one that is sworn true." Tese guys are making themselves rich and famous while guppiag 
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off the public mind while the hand is still in the till. They imagine themselves both 

Perry' sons and authentic scholars and they are neither. But they have reached many 

people, influenced their thinking and understanding and an the process become wealthier 

and more self;import* without once ever addressing the basic and established fact to.140Y 

see if their fant it Or those they adopt of others can be made compatible with it. 
eih 

T414ame is 	about the a alleged Magia involvement. They are the  most certainly 

not going to sue to anything all can safely 	attributed to them. 

Sorry I can't n explain more, anithanks 



PSC # 1, Box 553 
Andrews AFB, D.C. 20331-5365 

1 March 1993 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road, 
Frederick, HD 21702 

Dear Mk. Weisberg, 

Enclosed is a U.S. Postal money order for the amount of $12.50. Please 
send me one (1) hook authored by yourself titled FRAME UP: THE MARTIN LUTHER 
KING-JAMES EARL RAY CASE (ISBN 0911606-06-8), costing $12.50 postpaid. 

Per our earlier conversation, we talked about the Mary Moorman Polaroid 
photograph and "Badgeman", the individual wearing some type of uniform, 
possibly one similar to a Dallas policeman's. Since United Press International 
(UPI) is still trying to computer-enhance the Polaroid's image, it may be several 
years before it is released. Could you tell me a source where I might be able 
to purchase a good reproduction, magnified image and computer-enhanced? I am 
sincerely interested in seeing this possible assassin. The British documentary 
"The Men Who Killed Kennedy" as well as author Anthony Summers of CONSPIRACY 
both stated the "Badgeman" assassin on the grassy knoll was a Corsican contract 
killer and (later) drug smuggler named Lucien Sarti. Both sources stated that 
he was indirectly hired to assassinate President Kennedy through Mafia God-
fathers Carlos Barcello and Santo Trafficante. 

I am looking forward to receiving the ordered book as well as your catalog. 
Your assistance and cooperation in these matters is greatly appreciated. Keep 
up the great investigative work and book-writing/publishing! 

Sincerely yours, 

ALAN J. WALTER 


